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This paper is devoted to the study of subfactors arising out of commuting squares
constructed out of the simplest possible vertex models. After setting up the
necessary general background, we start with two classes of commuting squares and
compute the principal graphs of the resulting subfactors, one of them being related
to the group dual of a suitable (closed) subgroup of U(N ), and the other to the
Cayley graph of a (non-closed) group, modulo scalars, generated by N elements
of U(N ). In the last section, we ‘‘classify’’ the commuting squares in dimension 2,
and identify the possible resulting principal graphs as A (1)(2n&1) , 1n.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of a commuting square was introduced by Popa ([P], also
see [P1, P2, PP]). This paper is devoted to the study of subfactors built
out of a commuting square corresponding to a ‘‘vertex model,’’ i.e., a com-
muting square of the form
(Ad u)(MN (C)1) / MN (C)MN (C)
_ _
C / MN (C)1,
where u is a (bi)unitary in MN (C)MN (C).
The paper is organised as follows:
The second sectionthe one following this Introductionis devoted to
a certain explicit construction of the semi-canonical tunnel for a subfactor
R&1/R0 of the hyperfinite factor constructed as follows: R0 (resp R&1) is
the von Neumann algebra completion of Bn (resp. An), where
(i) An , Bn are finite-dimensional C*-algebras;
(ii) B1 /
G$ B2
G _ _ G$
A1 /
G A2
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is a commuting square with respect to the Markov trace, and the inclusion
matrices are as indicated, with G some (non-negative, integral) matrix,
where $ denotes matrix transpose;
(iii) B1/B2/B3/B4/ } } } is an instance of a ‘‘tower of the basic
construction’’; and
(iv) An+1=(An _ [en])" where en is the Jones projection in Bn+1
implementing the conditional expectation of Bn onto Bn&1 for n2.
Starting with this data, we explicitly realise R&1 as :(R0) for an
endomorphism : of R0 , and construct a tunnel R0#R&1#R&2# } } } ,
where R&(k+1)/R&k/R&(k&1) is an instance of the basic construction,
for each k, and there is a grid [An+k, &k : n, k0] of finite dimensional
C*-algebras which ‘‘nicely’’ approximate the R&k’s. While there are seeming
similarities between this construction and existing work of such authors as
Popa, Ocneanu and Kawahigashi, it might be worth pointing out the
following difference: while all their work deals with the tower construction
and the initial commuting square is a more general one involving two
graphs (or inclusion matrices), our construction involves the tunnel rather
than the tower and this construction does not work when the graphs are not
the same. Finally, it must be said that a special (‘‘rotationally symmetric’’)
case of this construction was carried out in [S2]. The main reason for our
presenting this construction is that it is the ‘‘endomorphism picture’’ which
enables us to classify such commuting squares in the vertex model
framework, and to determine precisely what principal graphs arise for sub-
factors constructed as above, when N=2.
The third section exploits the description of the second section, when
applied to two specific families of commuting squares, to compute the
principal graph of the resulting subfactors.
The final section is devoted to ‘‘classifying’’ such commuting squares, at
least when N=2; the conclusion is that the resulting subfactor always has
non-trivial relative commutant and (as a result of the analysis of the second
section) the principal graphs of subfactors of index 4 that are so con-
structed, are precisely the extended diagrams A (1)(2n&1) , n=1, 2, ..., .
2. GENERALITIES ON COMMUTING SQUARES
In this section, we start with a commuting square of the form
uBu* /G$ D
G _ _ G$
A /G B,
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where u is a unitary element of A$ & D, construct a subfactor R&1 of the
hyperfinite factor R in the usual mannercf. [GHJ]and describe a
method for computing the higher relative commutants R$&1 & Rn , where
[Rn] denotes the sequence obtained by iterating the basic construction to
the initial inclusion R&1/R.
We begin by establishing some notation and stating some results concer-
ning the path algebra model associated with inclusions of finite dimen-
sional C*-algebras. Much of the notation used here is adapted from [S2].
Let G denote a bipartite graph with even and odd vertices denoted by
G (0) and G (1) respectively. The adjacency matrix of G has the form
_ 0G$
G
0& ,
where G # MatG (0)_G (1) (Z+).
Define
G (n)={G
(0)
G (1)
if n is even
otherwise.
Let 0 (n)k denote the space of all oriented paths of length k in G which start
at G(n). (In general, if : is an oriented path in G, we shall use the symbols
s(:) and f (:) to denote the starting and final vertices, respectively, of the
path :.)
Define
C (n)k =[x # Mat0k(n)_0k(n) (C): x(:, ;)=0 unless s(:)=s(;)
and f (:)=f (;)]
and
A k=[x # Mat0k(0)_0k(0) (C): x(:, ;)=0 unless f (:)=f (;)].
Let A0/A1 be finite-dimensional C*-algebras with inclusion matrix
given by G. Let
A0/A1/A2 } } } /An/ } } }
be the tower of the basic construction applied to A0/A1 , with respect to
the Markov tracecf. [GHJ]and let en denote the Jones projection
implementing the conditional expectation of An onto An&1 . Then the
following results can be shown to be true using the path algebra model
based on Gcf. [S1]:
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(a) An&A n
(b) There are isomorphisms j[n, n+k] which map C (n)k onto A$n & A(n+k) .
These maps are consistent with the inclusions of C (n)k into C
(n)
k+1. In
particular
A$n & A(n+2) &A$n+2 & A(n+k+2)
For an element a in C (n)k we use a[n, n+k] to denote j[n, n+k](a).
Define a mapping V: C (n)2  C
(n+1)
2 for n=0, 1 by
V(u)(a b b, c b d )=+( f (a)) +( f (c))+(s(a)) +( f (d )) u(d b b , c~ b a),
where a b c, b b d # 0 (n+1)2 (so that a, c # 0
(n+1)
1 ) and b, d # 0
(n+2)
1 ), the
symbol x~ denotes the ‘‘reflection’’ of x for x # 0 (n)k , and + denotes the
PerronFrobenius eigenvector of the adjacency matrix of G.
The following lemma from [S2]see also [HS]is a formulation of the
‘‘biunitary characterisation’’ of a commuting square:
Lemma 1. Let u be a unitary in C (n)2 . Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) V(u) is also unitary.
(ii) The following is a commuting square:
(Ad u)(An+1) / An+2
_ _
An / An+1.
Definition 2. An element u # U(C (n)2 ) (the set of unitaries in C
(n)
2 ) which
satisfies (i) and (ii) is called a biunitary. The collection of such biunitaries
will be denoted by BU(C (n)2 ).
For a biunitary u, the following result is true:
(Ad (u[n, n+2]V(u)[n+1, n+3]))(en+1)=en+2. (1)
Before proceeding with the construction we recall a useful fact which
appears, although not in quite this form, in [OK] for instance:
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Theorem 3 (Ocneanu Compactness). (i) Let
B0 / B1
_ _
A0 / A1
be a commuting square of finite dimensional C*-algebras.
(ii) Let B0/B1/B2 } } } /Bn/Bn+1/ } } } be the tower of the basic
construction (with respect to the Markov trace) and let en’s be the Jones
projections such that Bn+1=(Bn , en) .
(iii) Let An+1 be the algebra generated by An and en , so that all the
squares in the following diagram are commuting squares:
B0 / B1 / B2 } } } / Bn / } } }
_ _ _ _
A0 / A1 / A2 } } } / An / } } } .
Let B (respectively A) be the von Neumann algebra generated by ( Bn)
(respectively ( An)).
Then A$ & B=A$1 & B0 .
Proposition 4. Given a commuting square of the form
uA1 u* /
G$ A2
G _ _ G$
A0 /
G A1 ,
where u is a unitary element in A$0 & A2 , there exists a grid [An+k, &k : n, k0]
of finite dimensional C*-algebras such that :
(i) An, 0=An , where A0/A1/A2 } } } /An/An+1/ } } } is the
tower of the basic construction with respect to the Markov trace.
(ii) An+k+1, &(k+1) / An+k+1, &k
_ _
An+k, &(k+1) / An+k, &k
is a commuting square for all n1, k0.
(iii) If R&k is the von Neumann algebra generated by (n An+k, &k)
then
} } } R&(k+1)/R&k/R&(k&1)/ } } } /R&1/R0
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is an instance of the semi-canonical tunnel construction applied to R&1/R0 .
(iv) R$&k & R0=A$k+1, &k & Ak, 0 .
(v) k0 R&k=A0 .
Before constructing the grid we gather together some results about
biunitaries:
Lemma 5. For u # BU(C (n)2 ), define u~ # BU(C
(n)
2 ) by u~ =(VV)
2 (u), where
we write V for the mapping u [ u*. Then
(i) u~~ =u, i.e. (VV)4=id, and hence u~ =(VV )2 (u).
(ii) V(u~ )= V(u)
t
.
Proof. (i) Note that V(V(u))=u and u~ (a b b, c b d )=u(d b c~ , b b a~ );
hence u~~ =u, or (VV)4=id. It follows that (VV )2=(VV)&2=(VV)2.
(ii) V(u~ )=V(VV)2 (u)
=(VVV)(u)
and V(u)
t
=(VV)2 V(u)
=(VVV)(u).
Lemma 6. For u # BU(C (n)2 ), define
% (n)1 ={uu~
if n is even
otherwise
and % (n)k+1=V(%
(n)
k ) for k1. Then %k
(n)
t
=% (n+1)k .
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The statement is true for k=1
by definition and Lemma 5 (i). For the inductive step,
%(n)k+1
t
= V(%k(n))
t
=V(% (n)k ) by Lemma 5 (ii)
=V(% (n+1)k ) by induction hypothesis
=% (n+1)k+1 .
Lemma 7. If u # BU(C (n)2 ) and %
(n)
k is as in Lemma 6, define u
(n)
k =
j [k&1, k+1] (% (n)k ) for k1. Then, for all k1,
(i) u (n)k # A$k&1 & Ak+1.
(ii) (Ad (u (n+1)k+1 u
(n)
k ))(ek+1)=ek .
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Proof. The first statement follows from the definition of the map
j [k&1, k+1] . As for the second, write u0=(% (n)k )*. Then, u0=(VV )(%
(n)
k+1)
since V(V(u))=u and hence,
V(u0)=(V V V)(% (n)k+1)
=V (%(n)k+1
t
)
=V (% (n+1)k+1 )
and so, j [k&1, k+1] (u0)=u (n)*k and j [k, k+2](V(u0))=u
(n+1)*
k+1 . It follows now
from Eq. (1) that (Ad (u (n)*k u
(n+1)*
k+1 ))(ek)=ek+1 , or equivalently, that
(Ad (u(n+1)k+1 u
(n)
k ))(ek+1)=ek .
Definition 8. Define w (n)k =u
(n)
1 u
(n)
2 } } } u
(n)
k for k1 and define 10, 0=1,
and 1k, l=wk w (1)k&1 } } } w
(k&l )
l , for kl. We shall simply write wk for w
(0)
k and
1k for 1k, 1 .
Lemma 9. For n0, k1 and lm the following statements are valid :
(i) w (n)k # U(Ak+1).
(ii) (Ad w(n)k+l ) |Ak=(Ad w
(n)
k ) |A k .
(iii) (Ad 1l, m)(An)=(Ad 1l, n)(An) for mn.
(iv) (Ad 1l, m)(Am)=(Ad 1l+k, m+k)(Am) for k1.
(v) (Ad 1l, m)(Am)=(Ad (1l+1, mu (l&m+1)*m ))(Am)
=(Ad (1l+1, m&1u (l&m+2)*m&1 u
(l&m+1)*
m ))(Am).
Proof. (i) The first statement is clear from the definition of w (n)k .
(ii) This statement follows from the fact that u (n)k+i’s commute with
Ak , for i1.
(iii) Note that the unitaries u ( p)j are in Ak for j<n and that proves (iii).
(iv) This statement also follows from the fact which gave us (ii):
(Ad 1l, m)(Am)=(Ad (wl w (1)l&1w
(2)
l&2 } } } w
(l&m)
m ))(Am)
=(Ad ((wl+1w (1)l w
(2)
l&1 } } } w
(l&m)
m+1 )(u
(l&m)*
m+1 } } } u
(1)*
l u*l+1)))(Am)
=(Ad 1l+1, m+1)(Am).
The proof for k>1 is similar.
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(v) We use (iv) to prove (v), thus
(Ad 1l, m)(Am)=(Ad 1l+1, m+1)(Am)
=(Ad (w(l+1) w (1)l } } } w
(l&m)
m+1 ))(Am)
=(Ad ((w(l+1) w (1)l } } } w
(l&m)
m+1 w
(l&m+1)
m )(u
(l&m+1)*
m )))(Am)
=(Ad (1l+1, m u (l&m+1)*m ))(Am).
The other equality follows by similar reasoning.
Proof of Proposition 4. We begin with the definition of the grid:
An+k, &k={(Ad 1n+k&1, n)(An)An
if k>0
if k=0.
It might help the reader to think of the algebra Ap, &q as sitting at the
lattice point (&q, p) in the (x, y )-plane.
To prove (ii) and (iii) we first show that for n, k1, the following
diagram is composed of commuting squares:
An+k+1, &(k+1) / An+k&1, &k / An+k+1, &(k&1)
_ _ _
An+k, &(k+1) / An+k, &k / An+k, &(k&1) .
Now, using Lemma 9 we see that the above diagram is
An / An+1 / An+2
(Ad 1n+k, n) { _ _ _ = .An&1 / (Ad u (k)*n )(An) / (Ad (u (k)*n u (k+1)*n+1 ))(An+1)
Note that u (k)*n is an element of A$n&1 & An+1 and is a biunitary. State-
ment (ii) of the proposition now follows from Lemma 1.
To show (iii), first note that for k1, n0, any string of the form
An+k+1, &(k+1)/An+k+1, &k/An+k+1, &(k&1)
is an instance of the basic construction since it is the same as
(Ad 1n+k, n)[An/An+1/An+2].
Assertion: For k1, n0,
(Ad 1n+k, n)(en+1)=(Ad (wkw (1)k&1 } } } w
(k&1)
1 ))(e1).
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Now
(Ad 1n+k, n)(en+1)=(Ad (wn+kw (1)n+k&1 } } } w
(k)
n ))(en+1)
=(Ad ((wn+k&1w (1)n+k&2 } } } w
(k)
n&1)
_(un+ku (1)n+k&1 } } } u
(k)
n )))(en+1)
=(Ad (wn+k&1w (1)n+k&2 } } } w
(k)
n&1))(en) by Lemma 7(ii)
= } } }
=(Ad (wkw (1)k&1 } } } w
(k&1)
1 ))(e1).
From this it is clear that
R&(k+1)/R&k/R&(k&1)
is a basic construction with the implementing projection (Ad (wkw (1)k&1 } } }
w(k)0 ))(e1).
Note that we would have (iv), by Ocneanu Compactness, if we could
show that An+k+1, &k is the algebra generated by An+k, &k and en+k .
To see this, note that
An+k&1, &k/An+k, &k/An+k+1, &k
is
(Ad 1n+k&2, n&1)(An&1)/(Ad 1n+k&1, n)(An)/(Ad 1n+k, n+1)(An+1)
which, by Lemma 9, is
(Ad 1n+k, n+1)[An&1/An/An+1].
Now
(Ad 1n+k, n+1)(en)=(Ad (wn+k w (1)n+k&1 } } } w
(k&1)
n+1 ))(en)
=(Ad (wn+kw (1)n+k&1 } } } w
(k)
n+2))(en+1) by Eq. 1
= } } }
=en+k ,
thus completing the proof of (iv).
The proof of (v), which is a variation of Skau’s lemma, is exactly the
same as in [S2].
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Before concluding this section, we should point out that, with the
foregoing notation, the equation
:(x)= lim
n  
(Ad wn)(x)
defines an endomorphism : of R0 such that R&1=:(R0).
3. COMPUTATION OF PRINCIPAL GRAPHS
In this section, we compute the relative commutants R$&1 & Rn , n=
0, 1, 2, ... where R&1R0R1R2 } } } is the tower obtained from the
basic construction applied to the subfactor R&1R0 constructed as in
Section 2 from a commuting square in the case where the graph in question
(denoted by G in Section 2) consists of two vertices joined by N bonds.
Thus, throughout this section, we fix an integer N2, and use the
following notation:
An=MN (C)MN (C) } } } MN (C) (n-terms); and thus An is viewed
as a subalgebra of An+1 via x  x1 and R=R0 is the von Neumann
algebra completion of  An with respect to the unique trace on  An .
When convenient, we think of An as L(}n CN ), and describe elements
of An by their matrix with respect to the basis [=i 1 } } } =i n : 1
i1 , ..., inN], where [=1 , ..., =N] is the standard basis of CN. Thus, for
instance, there is a natural unitary representation Sn [ An given by _ [ F_
where
F_(!1 } } } !n)=!_ &1 (1)  } } } !_&1 (n) \!1 , ..., !n # CN. The inclusions
SnSn+1 and AnAn+1 are consistent with respect to the above defini-
tions and so we have a unitary representation S [ R
In general, if u # R is unitary, we shall write Ad u for the inner
automorphism of R given by u. Thus, for instance, if _ # Sn , then
(Ad F_)(x1 } } } xn)=x_&1 (1)  } } } x_&1 (n) \x1 } } } xn # MN (C) (2)
It is fairly easy to see that if _ # S and t # An , then (Ad F_) t depends
only on the n-tuple (_(1), ..., _(n)), and so we shall use the notation
t_(1) } } } _(n)=(Ad F_) t \t # An , _ # S . (3)
(Thus, for instance, if t=xy with x, y # MN (C), then t41=y11x;
also, if t # An , then t=t12 } } } n .)
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For most of this section, the symbols u(1) , ..., u(N ) will denote a fixed (but
entirely arbitrary) collection of N unitary elements of MN (C) and the sym-
bol t will denote the element of A2 defined by
t(!=j )=u( j )!=j , \! # CN, 1 j N. (4)
For instance, if N=2, u(1)=[ 10
0
1] and u(2)=[
a
c
b
d], then the matrix of t
with respect to the ordered orthonormal basis [=1=1 , =2=1 , =1=2 ,
=2=2] is given by
_
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
a
c
0
0
b
d& .
This section is devoted to a proof of the following theorems. (In both
results the symbol t has the meaning given by Eq. (4)).
Theorem 10. Let t be as before; assume u(1) is the identity matrix. Let
u=t12F(12) # A2 . Then u is biunitary, and if R&1R0=R is the subfactor as
constructed in Section 2, then the principal graph G corresponding to the
tower [R$&1 & Rn : n&1] of relative commutants has the following descrip-
tion:
Let G be the closed subgroup of U(N ) generated by u(2) , ..., u(N ) . Consider
the matrix 4 whose rows and columns are indexed by the set G of distinct
(inequivalent) irreducible representations of G, defined by setting 4ij equal to
the multiplicity with which the representation j features in the tensor-product
of i and ?, where ? denotes the standard representation of G on CN. Let G
denote the bipartite graph, with even vertices indexed by G _[0] and odd
vertices indexed by G _[1], with adjacency matrix 4. Let G denote the
connected component of G containing (V, 0), where V denotes the trivial
representation of G. Then G is the desired principal graph, with (V, 0) as the
distinguished vertex.
Theorem 11. Let u=F(12) t12 # A2 . Then u is biunitary and the principal
graph G corresponding to the tower [R$&1 & Rn : n0] of relative com-
mutants has the following description:
Let G be the (non-closed ) subgroup of U(N) generated by u(1) , ..., u(N ) ,
and let G=G G & [| .1G : | # C, |||=1]. Consider the matrix 4 with rows
and columns indexed by G, defined by 4[s 1][s 2]=the number of j, 1 j N
such that [s2]=[s1][u( j )]. (Here we write [s] for the element of G
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corresponding to the element s of G .) Let G be the bipartite graph, with even
vertices indexed by G_[0] and odd vertices indexed by G_[1], with
adjacency matrix given by 4. Let G be the connected component of ( V, 0),
where V is the identity element of G. Then G is the desired principal graph,
with (V, 0) as the distinguished vertex.
We pause to remark that the subfactors obtained in the preceding
theorem come under the purview of the ‘‘diagonal subfactors’’ discussed by
Popa (see [P4] for instance).
Before proceeding to the proof of the theorems, let us pause to interpret
the notion of biunitarity in the context of the examples of this section
(which, we have been informed by experts, should be thought of as ‘‘vertex
models’’, for statistical mechanical reasons).
To be precise, we have A0=CA1=MN (C)1A2=MN (C)
MN (C); a unitary element u # A2 is ‘‘biunitary’’ (as per the discussion of
Section 1) precisely when the element v=V(U) # A2 defined by vijkl=u
lj
ki is
also unitary. (Here, we write aijkl=(a(=k=l ), =i =j ) for a # A2 .) For such
a biunitary u, the matrices u~ , v~ # A2 are also unitary, where u~ ijkl=u
lk
ji and
v~ ijkl=u
ik
jl . Note that if F=F (12) # A2 , then F
ij
kl=$
i
l$
j
k , and in particular, it
follows that u~ =Fu$F (and v~ =Fv$F ) where $ denotes the matrix transpose.
Now we proceed to prove the theorems stated above.
Proof of Theorem 10. If u=tF as in the statement of the theorem,
observe that
uijkl=(tF(=k=l ), =i =j )
=(t(=l=k), =i=j )
=(u(k)=l=k , =i=j )
=$ jk(u(k))
i
l
and hence
vijkl=u
lj
ki=$
j
k (u(k))
l
i =$
j
k (u*(k))
i
l (5)
from which it is seen that v=t*F ; hence v is unitary and u is biunitary.
Note also that u~ =Fu$F=F(Ft$)F=t$F, and similarly v~ =t*$F=t F
(where t denotes the (entry-wise) complex conjugate of the matrix t).
For our choice of u, the notation used in the last section is related to the
notation introduced in this section, thus
u(0)k ={uk, k+1vk, k+1
if k is odd
if k is even
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and
u(1)k ={u~ k, k+1v~ k, k+1
if k is odd
if k is even.
(In the following, we shall have to deal with expressions such as
x1 x2*x3x4* } } } x (V)n , where x
(V)
n is xn or xn* according as n is odd or even.
Similarly, we will use such expressions as x1x 2 x3 x 4 } } } x (&)n .)
Continuing with the notation of the last section, we see that
w (0)n =u12 v23 u34 } } } (n terms)
=t12 F(12) t*23F(23) } } } t (V)n, n+1 F(n, n+1)
=t12 t*13 t14 } } } t (V)1, n+1 F(12 } } } (n+1)) ,
i.e.,
w (0)n =t12 } } } (n+1)F(12 } } } (n+1)) ,
and similarly,
w (1)n =t~ 12 } } } (n+1)F(12 } } } (n+1)) ,
where
t12 } } } (n+1)=t12 t*13 t14 } } } t (V)1, n+1
t~ 12 } } } (n+1)=t$12 t$*13 t$14 } } } t$(V )1, n+1.
It is seen from Eq. (4) that
t12 } } } (n+1)(!=i2  } } } =in+1 )=u(i 2 ) u*(i 3 ) } } } u
(V)
(i n+1 )!=i 2 } } } =i n+1 (6)
t~ 12 } } } (n+1)(!=i2  } } } =in+1 )=u$(i 2 ) u$*(i 3 ) } } } u$
(V )
(i n+1 ) !=i2  } } } =i n+1
for all ! # CN, 1i2 , ..., in+1N, and n=1, 2, ... .
Hence, we find that
1n=wnw (1)n&1 } } } w
(n&1)
=t12 } } } n+1F(12 } } } n+1) t~ 12 } } } nF(12 } } } n) } } } t (t)12 F(12)
=(nF (12 } } } n+1)(12 } } } n) } } } (12) ,
where (n=t12 } } } n+1 t~ 23 } } } n+1t34 } } } n+1 } } } t (t)n, n+1.
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Also note that
(12 } } } (n+1))(12 } } } n) } } } (12)=(1, n+1)(2, n)(3, n&1) } } }
and hence
(Ad F(12 } } } (n+1))(12 } } } n) } } } (12))(A$1 & An+1)=An .
It follows from the analysis of the last section that if Ck=R$&k & R0 ,
then
Ck=Ak, 0 & A$k+1, &k
=Ak, 0 & ((Ad 1k)(A1, 0))$
=Ak, 0 & Ak+1, 0 & ((Ad 1k)(A1, 0))$
=Ak, 0 & (Ad 1k)(Ak+1 & A$1)
=Ak & (Ad (k)Ak
=[x # Ak : _z # Ak % x1=(Ad (k)(z1)].
Hence (Ad (k*) maps Ck isomorphically onto C k , where
C k=[z # Ak : _x # Ak % (Ad (k)(z1)=x1]. (7)
It follows easily from Eq. (6) that for 1kn, n=1, 2, ..., the operator
tk, k+1, ..., n+1 (resp. t~ k, k+1, ..., n+1) on }n+1 CN leaves each subspace of the
form (}n CN )=j , 1 j N, invariant, and that there exists an operator
{( j )[k, n+1] (resp. {~
( j )
[k, n+1]) on }n CN such that
tk, k+1, ..., n+1 (!=j )={ ( j )[k, n+1] !=j
and t~ k, k+1, ..., n+1 (!=j )={~ ( j )[k, n+1]!=j
for all ! # }n CN and 1 j N.
Since (n=t12 } } } (n+1) t~ 23 } } } (n+1) } } } t (t)n, n+1 , it follows that if
( ( j )n ={
( j )
[1, n+1]{~
( j )
[2, n+1] } } } {
( j )(t)
[n, n+1] ,
then (n(!=j )=( ( j )n !=j for all ! # }
n CN and 1 j N. Hence if
z # An , then
((n(z1) (n*)(!=j )=( ( j )n z( ( j )n *!=j (8)
for all ! # }n C N and 1 j N ; hence, (Ad (n)(z1)=x1 for some
x # An if and only if ( (1)n z(
(1)*
n =(
(2)
n z(
(2)*
n = } } } =(
(N )
n z(
(N )*
n .
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Thus we find that z # C n  z commutes with ( (1)*n (
( j )
n for 1 j N.
It follows from the definition that
{ ( j )[k, n+1](!1 } } } !k=ik+1  } } } =in )
=!1 } } } !k&1u(i k+1) u*(i k+2 ) } } } u
(V)
(i n) u
(V)V
( j ) !k=ik+1  } } } =in
and
{~ ( j )[k, n+1] (!1  } } } !k=ik+1  } } } =i n )
=!1 } } } !k&1u$(i k+1)u$*(i k+2) } } } u(i n)$
( V ) u( j )$( V ) V!k =ik+1  } } } =in
for all !1 , ..., !k # CN, 1 j, ik+1 , ..., inN, and finally that
(n
(1)* ( ( j )n ={u( j ) u( j )u( j )u( j )  } } } u( j )(u( j )u( j ) u( j ) u ( j ) } } } u( j ))*
if n is odd
if n is even.
We deduce finally that if z # An , then
z # C n  z # [u( j )u( j )u( j )u( j )  } } } uj(&)
n
: 2 j N]$;
in other words, if G is the closed subgroup of U(N ) generated by
u(2) , ..., u(N ) , then
C n=(?? ??  } } } ?(&)
n
)(G )$, (9)
where ? denotes the standard representation of G on CN.
Note now that z [ z1 defines an embedding C n / C n+1. In fact, the
following is a commutative diagram:
C n+1 www
Ad (n+1 Cn+1
_ _
C n www
Ad ( n Cn .
This is because, if z # C n and 1 j N, then
(Ad (n+1)(z1)(!=j )=((Ad ( ( j )n+1)z) !=j (10)
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while an easy computation shows that
( ( j )*n (
( j )
n+1={u( j ) u( j )u( j )u( j )  } } } u( j )
n
1 if n is even
(u( j ) u( j )u( j )u( j )  } } } u( j )
n
)*1 if n is odd.
(11)
Hence the tower [Cn : n0] is isomorphic to the tower [C n : n0],
and it is fairly easy now to deduce, from the description of C n as
(??  } } } ?(&))(G )$, that the principal graph is described as stated in
the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 11. If s=(Ad F(12))(t), it must be clear that
s(=i !)==i u(i ) ! \! # CN, 1iN, and that u=Ft=sF, so that
uijkl=(sF(=k=l ), =i =j )
=(=lu(l ) =k , =i =j)
=$il (u(l ))
j
k .
Hence vijkl=u
lj
ki=$
l
i (u (i))
j
k=$
l
i (u (l ))
j
k , so that v=s F. It follows that u is
biunitary and that u~ =s$F and v~ =s*F.
Arguing exactly as in the proof of Theorem 10, we see that
w (0)n =s12 } } } n+1F(12 } } } n+1)
w (1)n =s~ 12 } } } n+1F(12 } } } n+1) ,
where
s12 } } } n+1=s12s 13 s14 } } } s (&)1, n+1
s~ 12 } } } n+1=s$12s $13 s$14 } } } s$(&)1, n+1.
An easy computation shows that if 1kn and 1 jN, then
sk, k+1, ..., n+1(!1 } } } !k&1=j!k !k+1  } } } !n)
=!1 } } } !k&1=ju( j ) !k u ( j )!k+1 } } } u (&)( j ) !n
s~ k, k+1, ..., n+1(!1 } } } !k&1=j!k !k+1  } } } !n)
=!1 } } } !k&1=ju$( j ) !k u $( j )!k+1 } } } u( j )$(&)!n
for arbitrary !1 , ..., !k&1 , !k+1 , ..., !n # CN.
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Again, as before, we see that
1n=wnw (1)n&1 } } } w
(n&1)
1 =(nF(1, n+1)(2, n) } } } ,
where
(n=s12 } } } n+1s~ 23 } } } n+1 } } } s (t)n, n+1 ,
and that if Cn=R$&n & R0 , then
Cn=An & (Ad (n)(An)
=[x # An : _z # An % x1=(Ad (n)(z1)]. (12)
A simple computation shows that, for arbitrary n1 and 1
i1 , ..., in+1N, we have
(n(=i1 } } } =in+1 )
==i1u(i1)=i2u(i1)u*(i2)=i3u(i1)u*(i2)ui3 =i4  } } }  (u(i1 )u*(i2) } } } u
(V)
(i n))
(&) =in+1 .
(13)
Hence, if x # An and 1i1 , ..., in+1, j1 , ..., jn+1N, it follows that
( (Ad (n*)(x1)(=i1  } } } =in+1 ), =j1  } } } =j n+1)
=( (x1) (n(=i1  } } } =in+1 ), (n(=j1 } } } =jn+1))
={
(x(=i 1 u(i1) =i2 u(i 1)u*(i2) =i3  } } } u(i1) u*(i2) } } } u(i n&1)=in),
=j1 u( j1)=j 2 u( j 1) u*( j2)=j 3  } } } u( j 1)u*( j 2) } } } u( j n&1) =jn)
_(u(i 1)u*(i2) } } } u*(i n)=i n+1 , u( j 1)u*( j2) } } } u*( j n)=j n+1) if n is even
(x(=i1 u(i 1) =i2 u(i 1)u*(i2)=i3  } } } u(i1)u*(i2) } } } u*(i n&1)=i n ),
=j1 u( j1)=j 2 u( j 1) u*( j2)=j 3  } } } u( j 1)u*( j 2) } } } u*( j n&1) =jn )
_(u(i 1)u*(i2) } } } u*(i n)=i n+1 , u( j 1)u*( j2) } } } u*( j n)=j n+1 ) if n is odd.
(14)
If, as before, we write C n=(Ad (n*)(Cn), it follows from the above
equation that z # C n  (z(=i1  } } } =in), =j1  } } } =jn) =0 unless
u(i 1)u*(i2) } } } u
(V)
(i n) and u( j 1)u*( j 2) } } } u
(V)
( j n) are scalar multiples of one another.
Notice, from the description of C n , that z # C n O z1 # C n+1; i.e.
C n / C n+1 via the embedding z [ z1. A moment’s reflection should
convince the reader that the Bratteli diagram of the tower [C n]n0 is
described by the Cayley graph of the group, modulo scalars, that is
generated by u(1) , ..., u(N)as explained in the statement of Theorem 11.
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To complete the proof of the theorem, we only need to show that the
Bratteli diagrams for the towers [Cn]n0 and [C n]n0 are the same.
Unlike the proof of Theorem 10, it is not quite true that
Ad (n+1 | C n=Ad (n |C n ; what is true, however, is that, for each n, there
exists a unitary |n # C nwhich is in fact diagonal with respect to the basis
[=i 1  } } } =in : 1i1 , ..., inN]such that
(Ad (n+1)(z1)=((Ad (n)(Ad |n)z)1
and since inner automorphisms do not affect the Bratteli diagram, this is
sufficient to complete the proof of the theorem.
We conclude this section with a few examples of principal graphs of sub-
factors constructed as in Theorem 10.
Consider the finite subgroups of SO(3) corresponding to the symmetries
of the platonic solidsviz. A4 (tetrahedron), S4 (cubeoctahedron) and A5
(icosahedrondodecahedron). Each of these groups is generated by two
elementsto be specific, by [(12)(34), (123)], [(12), (1234)] and [(12)(34),
(12345)] respectively. If we let u(2) and u(3) denote the images of the two
generators under the standard representation on C3, we find that the three
subfactors of } M3(C), obtained as in Theorem 10, have principal
graphs which are given as follows:
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There is another class of examples that generalise the A4 example. Let F
be the finite field of order q=pn, p a prime, with q3; the additive group
(F, +) is isomorphic to Zp_ } } } Zp
n
,while the multiplicative group F_,
being cyclic, is isomorphic to Zq&1. Thus Zq&1 acts on Znp via scalar multi-
plication, in such a way that there are only two orbits, [0] and F"[0]. It
follows that if G is the semi-direct product of Znp and Zq&1 , then G is
generated by two elementsnamely, any non-zero element : of Znp and a
generator _ of Zq&1. It follows from the general Mackey theory that G
has q&1 distinct 1-dimensional representations and one (q&1)-dimen-
sional irreducible representation ?. If we now set G=?(G ), then G is a
subgroup of U(q&1) which is generated by u(2)=?(:), u(3)=?(_),
u(4)= } } } =u(q&1)=1. If we now define the biunitary u using these u( j )’s as
in Theorem 10, it is not hard to see that the principal graph of the sub-
factor so obtained is as follows:
4. AN EQUIVALENCE RELATION ON BIUNITARY MATRICES
In this section we restrict ourselves to vertex models as in Section 3. We
introduce an equivalence relation on biunitary matrices which preserves the
resulting factor, subfactor pair (R0 , R&1) up to isomorphism. In particular,
we show that all 4_4 biunitaries can be reduced by means of this equiv-
alence to a ‘‘canonical form’’ using which all possible principal graphs
obtainable from the vertex model can be characterised.
We use the convention of writing elements of MN (C)MN (C) as
elements of MN2 (C). The ordering of basis vectors in CNCN is such that
in block form ab=((bija)).
Consider a unitary N2_N2 matrix u written in block form as u=((xij ))
where xij is an N_N matrix for i, j=1, 2, ..., N. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(i) u is biunitary (i.e. V(u) as defined in Section 2 is also unitary).
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(ii) The xij ’s form an orthonormal basis (with respect to the
HilbertSchmidt inner product) for MN (C).
(iii) i, j xij yxij*=Tr( y ) 1N_N for any y # MN (C).
Given a biunitary N2_N2 matrix u, consider the matrix u$=
(ab) u(cd ), where a, b, c, d # U(N ); then u$ is biunitary since it can be
easily verified that
V(u$)=(d*b ) V(u)(c a*).
We therefore define the following equivalence relation in the set of
biunitary matrices:
u1tu2 if and only if u1=(ab) u2(cd ) for some a, b, c, d in U(N ). (15)
Recall from Section 2 that if (R0 , R&1) are obtained from the commuting
square
uBu* /G$ D
G _ _ G$
A /G B,
then there exists an endomorphism :u of R0 such that R&1=:u(R0). This
endomorphism is defined by
:u(x)= lim
n  
(Ad wn)(x) \x # R0 .
What makes the equivalence relation (15) useful is the following:
Assertion. Equivalent biunitaries yield conjugate subfactors.
Proof. Let wn(u) denote the wn associated to the biunitary u as in
Section 2; then an easy computation shows that
wn((ab) u(cd ))={
a1(b2b 3 b4b 5 } } } b n+1) wn(u)(c1c 2 c3 c 4 } } } c n) a*n+1
(n even)
a1(b2b 3b4b 5 } } } bn+1) wn(u)(c1c 2c3c 4 } } } cn) dn+1
(n odd)
(16)
(where the subscripts have the interpretation described in Section 3).
Consequently
:(ab)u(cd )=%1 b :u b %2 ,
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where %1 , %2 are the automorphisms of R0 defined by
%1(x)= lim
n  
(Ad (a1(b2 b 3b4 b 5 } } } b 2n+1)))(x)
%2(x)= lim
n  
(Ad ((c1 c 2c3c 4 } } } c n) a*2n+1))(x)
for all x # R0 . In particular %1 is an automorphism of R0 which maps the
subfactor :u(R0) onto the subfactor :(ab) u(cd )(R0).
As a consequence we only have to look at a restricted collection of
(inequivalent) biunitary matrices. In the two dimensional situation (N=2
in the notation of Section 3), it turns out that inequivalent biunitaries are
parametrized by the circle.
Proposition 12. Any 4_4 biunitary is equivalent to one of the form
u=_
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
|& (17)
with |||=1.
Proof. Following the notation introduced earlier, we write
u=((xij )) i, j=1, 2.
(i) If x11 is non-singular, premultiply u by a matrix of the form
1_:#
;
$&
with (&:;) equal to an eigenvalue of x&111 x12. This ensures that the new
x11 is singular, hence rank 1.
(ii) By pre(post) multiplying by a1 (b1) with suitable a and b,
x11 can be reduced to the form [ 10
0
0].
(iii) Using biunitarity and by pre- and post-multiplying by allowed
diagonal matrices it is easy to see that u can be reduced to the form tF or
Ft (see Section 2) with u(1)=1 and u(2) # SU(2).
Consider the case u=tF. Let *, * be the eigenvalues of u(2) and let a be
the matrix that diagonalizes u(2) . Let b be the matrix diag(1, * ). Pre-multi-
plying u by (ab) and post-multiplying by (a*1) reduces u to the form
displayed in Eq. (17).
A similar analysis applies to the case u=Ft.
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In view of the above proposition, the principal graphs of all subfactors
of index 4 constructed from the above ‘‘vertex model’’ prescription are
described by Theorem 10. (Thus, these vertex models just capture a model
for (%, #%), for automorphisms % of the hyperfinite II1 factorsee Connes’
result on periodic automorphisms [C]; this is to expected, since Connes’
result is included in Popa’s classification result [P4] via consideration of
‘‘diagonal subfactors’’.) In particular, since any singly generated closed sub-
group of U(2) is abelian, no such subfactor is irreducible.
It follows from [P3] that the only possible principal graphs for reducible
subfactors of index 4 of the hyperfinite factor are A (1)2n&1 and A
(1)
 . These
graphs are obtainable from the above vertex model corresponding to a
biunitary u in the ‘‘canonical form’’ of Proposition 12, when | is of order
n or .
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